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1. INTRODUCTION 
A HOMOTOPY ELEMENT in rc,(X) is said to be projective if it can be represented by a map 
f : S” + X that factors through the real projective space P”, that is the diagram 
commutes for some 7, where (T is the double covering map. The notion of projective 
homotopy elements was introduced by Whitehead [23]. Some researches have been done 
on the projective homotopy theory and its applications in the last two decades. For this we 
refer to [19, Section 11. Most of the homotopy elements dealt with in these researches are 
stable homotopy elements. 
Here we will be interested in the problem of the projectivity of the Whitehead squares 
[I., rn] E rcZn_ I (S”). The elements in this family lie in the beginning dimensions of the 
unstable homotopy groups of the spheres. The study of this problem was begun by Randall. 
He proves in [21] that [z., I”] is not projective for n # 2’, 2’ - 1. Milgram and Zvengrowski 
show in [20] that [I~‘, ~~$1, for i 2 1, is projective if and only if i = 1,2,3. It remains to 
consider [ r2, _ 1, zzi _ 1]. It is well known that [~~,__~,r~,-i] = 0 for 1 I i I 3 and 
[zzi_ i, z2f_ 1] # 0 for i 2 4 [l]. The problem of the projectivity of the family 
([zzi_, , r2, _ 1] 1 i 2 4) is related to another well-known problem on the same family; 
namely the so-called strong Kervaire invariant problem [4] which asks whether 
[I~,_~, z~,_~] (i 2 4)can be halved. It is easy to see that if [z~‘_~, z2i_i] can be halved, then 
it is projective. However, the answer to the latter problem is positive only for i I 6 so far: the 
case i = 4 is due to Toda [22], the case i = 5 is due to Mahowald and Tangora [18] and the 
case i = 6 is due to Mahowald (see [S, 143). In particular, these imply that [I~,_ i, rzi_ 1] is 
projective for i I 6. 
In this paper we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. The Whitehead product [z~J_~, z~,_~] E z~~~~_~(S~‘-~) is projective for 
any i 2 4. 
This together with the results by Randall, Milgram and Zvengrowski and the remarks 
above completely solve the projectivity problem about the Whitehead products [z,, I,,] in 
spheres. 
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The result (1.1) is first proved for i I 10 in [lS] and then extended to i I 61 in [16] by 
making use of the Brown-Gitler spectra technology. Here we will still use this technology to 
complete the proof of (1.1). The proof, however, is largely independent of [ 151 and [ 161. 
All cohomology or homology groups to be considered in this paper have Z/2 coeffi- 
cients. 
Let B(k) denote the kth 2-primary Brown-Gitler spectrum [8]. We recall that H*( B( k)) 
is isomorphic to A/A{ x(Sqj) 1 j > k}, where A is the mod 2 Steenrod algebra and x : A -+ A 
is the canonical anti-automorphism. Then { x(SqI) 1 I = (i 1, . . . , i,) admissible, il I k} is 
a Z/Zbase for H*(B(k)) [8, (1.3)]. In particular, H 2”‘-1(B(23)) = Z/2 is generated by 
x(sq2’sq2’-’ . . . Sq’Sq’) and HL(B(2j)) = 0 for L > 2j+’ - 1. For 1 I k < e, let PE denote 
the stunted real projective space Pc/Pk-l. 
Our main work is to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let m = 2’ - 1. For each i 2 1 there is a stable map cp :Pim + E”B(2’-‘) 
such that 
cp* # O:H”(X”B(2’-9) = Z/2 +Zfm(Pzm) = Z/2. 
Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorem 1.2 and the deduction goes as follows. First note 
that x(Sq2’-‘Sq2’-’ . . . Sq’Sq’) = Sq2’-’ [12] and that Sq” = Sq2’-’ :Hm(Pim) = Z/2 -+ 
H2,( Pim) = Z/2 is non-zero. Let cp :Pkrn --t Z”B(2’-‘) be as in (1.2) for i 2 4. From (1.2) we 
thus deduce that 
(a) q* # O:H2”(ZmB(2’-‘)) = Z/2 + H2”(P~“‘) = Z/2. 
Next we note the following for which we refer to [l l] or [17]. 
(b) For each j 2 1, there is a stable map jl:B(2j) +X2’B(2j-‘) such that 
/I*(l) = x(Sq*‘) in mod 2 cohomology; this implies 
fi* _# 0 : z-p+ - 1 (Z2’B(2j9) = Z/2 +H”+‘-‘(B(2’)) = Z/2. 
Any suspension of /I : B( 2’) + X2’ B( 2j- ’ ) will also be denoted by /I. For i 2 4 consider the 
composite 
+j:pirn .%Z:“B(2’-‘) %ZC”B(2i-4) 
where cp is as in (1.2) and n = 2’+ ’ - 2i-3 - 1. By dimensional reasons, @ factorizes through 
P,‘” yielding a map Cp:P,“” + Z”B(2i-4), and from (a), (b) we deduce that 
(c) cp* # 0:H2”(X”B(2i-4)) = Z/2 -+ H2”(P~“) = Z/2. 
Mahowald proves in [17] the following. 
(d) For each i 2 4 there is a stable map f : X7.2’-’ B(2i-4) --f So such that in the mapping 
cone C, the Steenrod operation Sq 2’ : HO(C,) = Z/2 --, Zf”(C,) = Z/2 is non-zero. 
Here So denotes the sphere spectrum in stable dimension zero. Consider the composite 
of stable maps 
1-r ~:J’;::::;,-,_, = p,‘” %,c”B(2i-4)---+ S” = s2’-1 
From (c) and (d) we see that 
(e) Sq** :HZ*- 1 (C,) = Z/2 + H*‘+’ - ‘(C,) = Z/2 is non-zero. 
Let E be the composite of space maps 
S2’+‘-3 5p2i+‘-3 $,p$::~;,_,_, 
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where q is the collapsing map; so C, = P$: I $,-) _ 1. According to [4, Theorem 3.11, (e) is 
equivalent o: there is a space map P$: I&a_ f b”- ’ such that the composite 
s2’+‘-3 ~p;~~:IP~_J_l @42’-1 
represents [rzi-i, 12’_ r]. This proves Theorem 1.1. 
2. THE ADAMS SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR +3(k) A Y) 
For a, b E Z with a < b there is a spectrum Pt which, when a > 0, is the suspension 
spectrum of the stunted real projective space P*/P"- ’ and which, when, b c 0, has the stable 
homotopy type of C -2m Pi::.” for m large with 2”’ + b > 2” + a > 0. These can be defined 
as Thorn spectra or using James periodicity as described in [2]. We recall from [3,13] that 
the Spanier-Whitehead dual of C-2’t’+1P~m = C-2’i’+1P$L’;2 is Z2’t’PI$+1+1 = 
E 
2’1 L 
PI:::: Ifi which, homologically, is equivalent o P 2’ To prove (1.2) is equivalent to . 
proving that there is a stable map 4 : S2i + 8(2’-‘) A ZZ2’“PI$+I + 1 such that 
#*( 1 0 u) # 0, where v is the non-zero class in H2’(C2i”PI$+I + 1) = Z/2. To prove this we 
shall use the method of Brown and Cohen [7] in computing the mod2 Adams spectral 
sequence for rcz (B( k) A Y), primarily for a spectrum Y such that its homology Zf,( Y) is an 
unstable module over the Steenrod algebra A, that is, uSqj = 0 for 1~1 < 2j (thus H,( Y) = 0 
for G < 0). Here the right action of A on H,( Y) is obtained by transposing the left action of 
A on H*( Y). The essential feature of their work is the description of a nice E,-term for this 
spectral sequence. In this section we recall this E,-term and some of its basic properties. We 
will also recall later in the section some fundamental facts in the use of this spectral sequence 
when applied to the spectra Y = X 2’1’ PI$:: ti with 1 I a < b I 2’+’ which we need in the 
proof of Theorem 1.2, to be given in Section 3. 
Given a spectrum Y. Consider the mod 2 Adams spectral sequence {E,*,*(k)} for 
computing 7cz(B(k) A Y). An El-term may be chosen as described in (2.1) that follows. Let 
A be the lambda algebra of Kan et al. [6]. A is a bigraded differential algebra over Z/2 
generated by li E A! for i 2 0 subject to the relations 
iiA2i+ 1 +m = EC m - ’ - ’ > L+i-vA2i+l+v for m 2 0 U>O V 
with differential 6 given by 
A has the set of admissible monomials { A1 = li, . . . lis I2ij 2 ii+ I} as a Z/Z-base (I, = 1 if 
I = [ 1). It is not difficult to see that the left ideal JkCA generated by lo, &, . . . , &_ 1 is 
a subcomplex and that the quotient complex A(k) = A/Jk has the set { 1, = &, . . . tIis 1I = 
C 1 or(i,, . . . , i,) admissible with i, 2 k} as a Z/Zbase. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. [7] E?‘(k) = CPA;-,_,(k) 0 HP( Y) with diferential 
d,(l, @ U) = C Ajl, @ USq’+l 
jz -1 
where ALI A, is interpreted as &I,). In particular, for Y = So, E?‘(k) = A:-,(k) with 
dl(&) = &A,). 
Next we recall from [ll, 171 the following. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. There are cojbration sequences 
B(k-1)A Y -b(k)/\ YbB(E)* YkB(k-1)A Y 
natural in Y, where k = [k/2], such that 
(1) CI* :H*(B(k) A Y) = H*(B(k)) @ H*(Y) + H*(B(k - 1) A Y) = H*(B(k - 1) @ 
H*(Y) is given by a*(x(Sqr) @ u) = x(SqI) @ u. 
(2) P*:H*(XkB(k) A Y) -H*(B(k) A Y)isgiuenbyB*(~(Sq’)@u)=~(Sq~Sq’)@u. 
The maps a, fi and y in (2.2) induce maps a* : E;*‘(k - 1) + E:‘(k), 
f?,:E;*‘(k) -Es,‘-k(k)andy,:E~‘(k) -vE;+~,‘+~ (k - 1) in the appropriate Adams spectral 
sequences. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. [7] Suppose H,( Y) is an unstable module over the Steenrod algebra A. 
Then 
(1) a * : E?‘(k - 1) + E?‘(k) is given by a*(& @ u) = AI @ u.- In particular, a,(&) = AI if 
Y=SO. 
(2) B, : E?‘(k) + ETrWk( k) is zero for t - s < 2k. 
(3) For an admissible sequence I = (iI, . . . , is) let 21 = (2iI, . . . ,2i,) which is also an 
admissible sequence. If 2i, 2 k, ILzr @ u[ = 2k and u E H2,,( Y) then, under /II., : Esjs+2k(k) + 
ETkfs(k), 
P*(&r 0 u) = 210 uSqP. 
(4) y* :&J(k) + E;+‘J+k (k - 1) is given by y.+(&@ u) = &&_t @u. In particular, 
y,(&) = &,&_I if Y = So. 
(5) dI = 0: E?‘(k) + E;+l,z (k) for t - s I 2k + 1 all k. 
Here I,$ =ji + ... +j,ifJ = (j, , . . . ,jJ,IuI =eifu~H,(Y)andI&@ul = I&I + IuI. 
The following is not stated in [7]; it is actually a variant of (2.3)(3). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Still assume H,(Y) is an unstable A-module. For a basis element A, in 
A”,(k + l), suppose 2i, 2 k + 1, where i, is the last entry of I. If I& 6 uI = 2k + 2 and 
u E Hzp( Y) then, under dI : ETs+2k+2(k) + E:+1.S+2kf2(k), 
d1(1221 @ U) = ;l,& @ Us@ 
To prove (2.4) we need the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. In A there are the following relations. 
(I) JcIrCJr+,rI (if e = 0 then 6(1,) = L1 L,CJ,,-,_,). 
(2) Ifi + 111 < 2i,, where i, = last entry of I then 
Ail21 E lI&+lrl modJi+lrl. 
Here 111 = I& = i1 + ... + i,ifZ = (iI , . . . , i,). This result is due to Carlsson [lo]. It is 
also proved in [7]. To see (2.4) we note from (2.1) that 
dl(I.2, @ u) = C ljl2, @ uSqj+‘. 
jr-1 
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Ifj+ 1 >pthenuSqj+‘=Osincelul = p j 2 . If + 1 < p then LjLz1 = 0 in A(k), for, by (2.5) 
(1)~ Ajk21CJj+1 +,I[ and 2k + 2 = I&,@ul = 2111 + 2p implies j + 1 + 111 c p + 111 = 
k+l,i.e.,j+1+11l<k.Forj+l=p,wehave 
j + 111 = p - 1 + 111 
=k<k+1<2i,. 
So by (W(2), 
since j + 111 = p - 1 + 111 = k. Thus di(&, @u) = AIlk @ uSqp. This proves (2.4). 
We also recall the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. In the Adams 
Ez( k) = E”i’( k) = h;_,(k) for t - s I 2k. 
spectral sequence for 4UW))v 
This actually is implicit in Mahowald’s qj paper [17]. An explicit proof is first given by 
Brown and Peterson in [9]. 
In concluding this section we recall some fundamental facts about the Adams spectral 
sequence for nS,(B(k) A E2i”P~$:::!b .). These represent a preparatory work for the proof of 
Theorem 1.2 in Section 3. 
We will denote by p3: the spectrum Z2”‘P12’t’+b 2d  1 o and will always consider a, b with 
1 I a < b I 2’+‘. The non-zero class in H’(E) = Z/2 is denoted by xc and the non-zero 
class in H,(P2) = Z/2 is denoted by u’. Since 1 I a < b I 2i+1, H*(E) g H*(Pi) as an 
A-module. Thus Sqcxc = x2’, or equivalently, uzcSq” = uc for 1 I e I 2’. Also, since 
H,(e) E H, (p”,), H,(e) is an unstable A-module. Note that the Spanier-Whitehead ual 
of P< is E:-2’“f1P$::I~I: and vice versa. 
The “Adams spectral sequence” will be abbreviated as ASS. Hereafter when we speak of 
the ASS for r$.(B(k) A E), or simply, the ASS for B(k) A P: we will mean the ASS above 
which starts with the E,-term as described in (2.1) and (2.3). We note that the ASS for 
rr”,( B( k) A P:) is equivalent o the ASS for computing the stable groups [ P$ : If I : , B(k)], 
via duality. 
The following (2.7)-(2.9) follow from the usual properties of the Adams spectral se- 
quence. They will be needed in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. For 1 I a < b I 2’+’ and e + 1 I m - a + 1 5 26, suppose 
x- 2’+‘+n+3p::::_g1:I,~~(e) is a stable map such that the composite 
Sin-o+1 >y2”‘+n1+3p;;::P;~; Lx~(e) 
is homotopically non-trivial where a is the attaching map for the top cell of 
c-2’+‘+m+3p;:::1;1;. If f 
a is represented in the ASS for B(8) by z E E%*(e) = E?*(d) (the 
equality follows from (2.6) since L’ + 1 I m - a + 1 I 26) then in the ASS for B(4) A P< the 
class z Q ua is a boundary. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Given 1 I a < b’ < b I 2’+’ . Suppose there is a non-trivial diflerential 
dr(XjTj @ u”j) # 0 
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in the ASS for B(L) A P:. Zf kj 5 b’ all j then there is a non-trivial difirential 
d,,(Cjtj 0 ukJ) # 0 
for some r’ I r in the ASS for B(e) A P<‘. 
To state (2.9) we recall the induced map y* : Efg’(?) + E;+l**+‘(, - 1) which for r = 1 is 
given by y*( AI @ u) = ,I,& 1 @ u as in (2.3)(4). 
PROPOSITION 2.9. For 1 I a < b I 2’+ ‘, if there is a non-trivial diflerential 
dr( CjrjL/_ 1 @ ~“j) # 0 
in the ASS for B(& - 1) A P2 then there is a non-trivial difherential 
d,, (XjZj @ ~“j) # 0 
for some r’ I r in the ASS for B(f) A P2. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
To prove (1.2) is to show that in the ASS for B(2’-‘) A PIi, 1 @I u*’ is a permanent cycle. 
Here we recall again that e = C*‘“PI$: Ti. We prove this by contradiction. We assume 
on the contrary the following. 
3.1. In the ASS for B(2’-‘) A Pfi, 10 u*’ is not a permanent cycle. 
The contradiction proof consists of two steps. The first step is to deduce from (3.1) the 
following. 
3.2. There exist integers a, b with 1 I a < b 5 2’ such that in the ASS for B(2’ - 1) A E 
there is a non-trivial differential 
d,(~jtjOukJ)=ZOuLI 
where Tj @I ukj E ES*t(Z’ - 1) with S 2 1, ltjl + kj = f - S = 2’+ 1 - 1 which implies T @ U" E 
E ;+r.t+r-l(2i _ 1) with ITI + a = 2i+l _ 2. 
Note that since H,(e) is an unstable A-module, by (2.3)(5), the integer r in (3.2) must 
have r 2 2. To describe the second step, for any integer p 2 0 let np = 2’+” - 2p. Let S be as 
in (3.2). Define a set Y of non-trivial differentials as follows. A differential 
d,(ZjTj@Uk')=T@Ua (*) 
lies in 9’ if and only if the following three properties are satisfied. 
3.3. (i) The digerential (*) is a non-trivial one in the ASS for B(n,) A P< for some 
integers p 2 0 and a, b with 1 I a < b I 2’. 
(ii) For each j, ~~ @ ukj E EFq’(n,) with ltjl + kj = t - sp = 2n, + 1 which implies 
T @ u(l E Es,+W+r-1 with ITI + a = (t + r - 1) - (sP + r) = 2n,. 
(iii) sP 2 S + 2p. 
We note again, by (2.3)(5), that the integer r must have r 2 2. From the definition we see 
the differential in (3.2) lies in Y. The second step in the contradiction proof is to show the 
following. 
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3.4. The set Y is empty. 
This implies (3.2) cannot happen which in turn implies (3.1) cannot happen, so Theorem 
1.2 follows. 
We first deduce (3.2) assuming (3.1). If there is a map f:CP?;‘-’ + J3(2’) with 
f*( 1) # 0 then by dimensional reasons the composite 
cpz’;’ $2’) f-#‘(p) 
factorizes through C P$y[’ yielding a mapxP$y,2 F*CZiB(2’-‘) with f*( 1) # 0 since 
x(Sq2’) # O:H”(EP?;‘-2) = Z/2 -+ H2’(CP?;‘-2) = Z/2 and /I*(l) = x(Sq2’). The dual- 
ization of Jis a map 
s2’ SB(2i-1) ~ pTt 
with f^*( 1 @ x2’) # 0, or equivalently, 1 @ u2’ is a permanent cycle in the ASS for 
B(2’-‘) A P:‘. This contradicts (3.1). Therefore, there are no maps f: C P?y-2 -+ B(2’) 
with f*( 1) # 0. By dimensional reasons, we do have a map g:CPz’;l + B(2’) with 
g*( 1) # 0. Let k be the largest integer such that g extends to a map gl : ZPk_ 1 + B(2’). Then 
2’ - 1 < k I 2’+’ - 3. From the definition of k we see the composite 
Sk+’ 5zpk, %I@‘) 
is non-trivial where 0 is the attaching map for the top cell of CP!‘l’. Consider the 
composite 
$fj:CPk_, %(2’) %X2%(2’-‘). 
Since x(Sq”) # O:H”(EPkl) = Z/2 -+IIZ~~(EP~~) = Z/2, p*(l) = x(Sqzi) and g:(l) # 0 
we see that g*( 1) # 0. Again by dimensional reasons, g factorizes through C P”,,_ 1 yielding 
a map 
g:xP;iLl +z2’B(2i-l) 
that also has g*(l) # 0 where S = qg with q:CPkl + XP~,_ 1 the collapsing map. Since 
k + 1 I 2’+’ - 2, by (2.3)(2) and (2.6), the composite 
Sk+’ %zp’I, $I@‘) %z’iB(2’-‘) 
is homotopically trivial. This composite is equal to the composite 
Sk+’ %cpk,i_l %z9(2’-‘). 
Since C,, = C P$:_ll, gj has an extension E Pkz?_ll -+ C2’B(2’-‘). Let k’ be the largest integer 
such that S has an extension 
cP;i-l 5Kz21B(2i-1). 
Sok’>k+l.Ifk’>2’+’ - 2 then the dualization of go 1 CP::y12 is a map 
s2’ g$B(2i-l) * jYli 
with @(l @x2’) # 0, i.e. 18 u2’ is a permanent cycle in the ASS for B(2’-‘) A P;‘, 
contradictory to the assumption (3.1). So k’ < 2’+ ’ - 3. From the definition of k’ we see the 
composite 
Sk’+1 %xpyi_, %x2’jj(2i-l) 
is non-trivial where G’ is the attaching map for the top cell of E Pti?:. Suppose this map is 
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detected in the ASS for B(2’-‘) by r’ E ES&;“(2’-‘). By (2.3)(4) and (2.6), the composite 
Sk’+1 s;cp;;_, !$cz’B(2i-r) I_,xB(2i _ 1) (**) 
is detected by r’&_ I = ? (since k’ I 2’+’ - 3). We have a commutative diagram 
EPkl i IzPY”l 
Is1 1Sl 
B(2’) 5 xZiB(2i-1) 
where j is the inclusion map and al is the composite 
zcpk’ 1 f+;_ 1 1pB(2’-‘) 
with q’ the collapsing map. This commutative square defines a map of cofibrations 
EPLr L ZPC, 
4 
J EPf+, 
Is1 ISI ICY1 
B(2’) @+ c2’g(2i-l) Ir, X8(2’- 1). 
The composite Sk’+ ’ 2 CPf+ 1 ‘I +X,8(2’ - 1) is the composite in (*NC) and so is detected by 
t where C” is the attaching map for the top cell of EP:;-‘:. By (2.7), with 8, m, a and b there 
equal to 2’- 1, 2’+’ - 2, 2’+’ -k’ - 2, 2’+’ - k - 2, respectively, this implies the class 
S@U 2’t’-k’-2 is a boundary in the ASS for B(2’ - 1) A P$:Ii,L%, i.e. there is a non-trivial 
differential 
d,(Xjtj @ Ukj) = Z @ U 
2”1-k’-2 
for some I where ~jzj @ ukj E @(2’ - 1) with S 2 1 by (2.3)(4). We have 
1 5 2’+’ -k’-2<2’+‘-k-212’- 1 as 2’- 1 Sk, k+ 1 ok’ and k’<2’+‘-3. 
Since ISI=k’, it follows that ISI+2’+‘-k’-2=2’+‘-2 which implies 
Irjl + kj = 2’+’ - 1 all j. This completes the deduction of (3.2) from (3.1). 
We proceed to prove (3.4). Associated with the set Y in (3.4) is a set 9 consisting of pairs 
(r, nP) of integers. (I, nP) E 9 if and only if there is a non-trivial differential 
d,(Cj?Tj @ Ukj) = t @ U’ 
is the ASS for B(n,) A P2 for some integers p 2 0 and a, b with 1 I a < b I 2’ and satisfies 
(3.3)(ii) and (iii). To prove 9’ is empty is to prove 9 is empty. We prove this by 
contradiction. Suppose 9 is non-empty. Let r. be the smallest integer such that there exists 
an np with (ro, n,) E 9. Among all such np let n4 be the least one. The contradiction proof 
will be carried out by showing the following. 
3.5. There exists an element (r’, n,,) E 9 such that either r’ < r. or r’ = ro, npj < n4. 
Since (ro, n4) E 9, there is a non-trivial differential 
d,o(Cjlz,j @ U”j) = ? @ U” (*)o 
in the ASS for B(n,) A P2 for some a, b with 1 I a < b I 2’ where kj may be equal to kY for 
j Z j’, each lIj is an admissible monomial in M(ns) with s, 2 S + 2q, 
lil,jl + kj = 2n, + 1 = 2’+‘+’ - 2’+’ + 1 = nq+l + 1 all j which implies (rl + a = 2n, = 
n4+ 1. BY (2.3)(5), r. 2 2. We shall deduce from these (3.5) and will discuss the proof in the 
following three different cases about lIj. 
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Case 1: llj = Ai,(j) . . . Jisg(j) with i,,(j) 2 n4 + 1 all j. 
Case 2: lIj = Ai, . . . Ii.,(J) with i,,(j) = n4 all j. 
Case 3: i,,(p) 2 n4 + 1 for some j’ and i,,(j”) = n4 for some j”. 
First consider Case 1. Since uZkJSqkJ = ukJ in H.+(Plfb) for a I kj I b, 2&(j) 2 2n, + 2 
=nq+l +2>ncl+l + 1 and II,,, 0 uZkjl = 4n, + 2 = 2n4+1 + 2, by (2.4), (with k there 
equal to n4+ 1), we see in the ASS for B(2n, = n4+ 1) A P.“” there is a differential 
Thus XjCj~jLn,+, 8 ukJ = 0 in E~+‘9*(n,+,)for B(n,+l ) A Fz,‘” because r. 2 2. The differen- 
tial ( *). also holds in B( n,) A P, -2b. Applying y* in (2.3)(4) (with k there equal to 2n, + 1) to 
this differential we see that d,,(EjAljLns+, @ ukj) = r&,+, 8 u” holds in the ASS for 
B(FI,+~) A Fib. So t&+, 0 u’ is also zero in E~+l+rO**(n,r+l) for B(~I,,+~) A pzb. Note that 
ItA,,, Ou”l = ITI + a + F&+1 = nq+1 + nq+1 = 2n,+, and that s,+l>S+ 
2q + 1 = s + 2(q + 1) - 1. The conclusion of (3.5) is then obtained for this case by ap- 
plying the following (3.6) with ? = rL,,,+,, p = q + 1 and ? = s,, + 1. 
3 6 . . Given f @I ua E EgiroV* (n,) with p 2 0, Ir”O ~‘1 = 2n, and s” 2 S + 2p - 1. Suppose 
f Q ua is zero in E~,+‘O~* (n:) in the ASS for B(n,) A Fib with 1 < a < b I 2’. Then there is an 
element (F, nP) E 9 with F < ro. 
Before proving (3.6) we first show the following. 
3.7. Let 1, be a basis element in Ai with s 2 p + 1. Then [&I 2 q(s) = 
2 i+p+l _ 2i--s+p+l _ 2p+l + 1 
The basis element & in A;( nP) for s 2 p + 1 with the smallest I&I is 
which has llJl = 2”“’ _ 2”“” _ 2p+’ + 1 = q(s). This proves (3.7). 
NOW we prove (3.6). Since ? @ u’ = 0 in E~~ro**(np) in the ASS for B(n,) A Fib, there is 
a non-trivial differential 
d,*( CjA,,! @ Uk’) = T @ If (*) 
for some r’ < r. in the ASS for B(n,) A pzb. Suppose ZjLl; Q uk; E Ef:,“(n,). Then 
7 @ U‘I E E;;+r’.l’+r’-l(n,) = E:+r0,t’+r’-1(~,). Thus 
~~~;~+k~=t’-s’=(t’+r’-l)-(s’+r’)+1=(?~~’~+1=2n~+l 
and 
s’=S+r,-r’2S+ 12S+2p- 1+ 1 =S+2p>p+ 1 (since:> 1). 
Note that the number q(s) in (3.7) is an increasing function of s for s 2 p + 1. Since 
II; E K,‘( nP) and s’ 2 S + 2p 2 p + 1, by (3.7) we see 




k3=2n,+ 1 -11,;1 
= 2 i+p+l -2p+’ + 1 - [&;I 
< 2i+p+l 
- _2p+l + 1 _ 2i+p+l 
+ 2i-S-p+1 + 2p+l _ * 
= 2i-S-p-1 < 2i 
(**I 
By (2.8), (* *)’ together with the fact that (*)’ is a non-trivial differential in B(n,) A iigb imply 
that 
df(Cjl~~ 8 Uk’) # 0 
for some r I r’ < r. in the ASS for B(n,) A Fzi. We have A,; 6 ukj E E$*“( n,J in the ASS for 
B( np) A pii with I II,;. 8 ukjl = t’ - s’ = 2n, + 1 and s’ 2 S + 2~. So (i;, np) E 9 which has 
r < ro. This proves (3.6). 
We proceed to prove (3.5) for Case 2. In this case lIj = lz,;& allj where lIj are as in (*)o. 
First assume q 2 1 and let 4 = q - 1 2 0. Then 2n, = nq. Since 
d,,(Xjl,, @ ukj) = d,,(Cj;11j;1n9 @ ~‘j) 
= d,,(Cj~r;~2,~ 0 Uk’) = t ~ U’ # 0 
in the ASS for B(n, = 2n,) A P<, by (2.9) (with e there equal to 2n, + l), we see 
d,‘(Eji,~ @ Ukj) # 0 
for some r’ I r. in the ASS for B(nl) A e. Since Illi + kj = 2n, + 1, it follows that 
~2~~~,+kj=~1.,,~-~~+kj=2~~+1-n~=n~+1=2n~+l. We have XjlIi@u”E 
Es,*’ (ni) with s’ = sq - 1 > S + 2q - 1 > S + 2q. Thus (r’, na) E 9 with I’ I r. and nl < n,. 
This proves (3.5) for Case 2 with q 2 1. 
If q = 0 then n4 = 2’- 1, lzI, = &J&_~ and ll,j@ ukjl = 2’+’ - 1. Let i&l(j) be the 
last entry of I$. Since Ij is an admissible sequence it follows that 2i& i(j) 2 2’ - 1. So 
ii, _ 1(j) 2 2’- ’ and this implies 2i:, _ I (j) 2 2’. We have 
1;12r! 0 ulkjl = 2113) + 2kj J 
= 2(lZl - 2’ + 1) + 2kj 
= 2(lrl + kj) - 2i+1 + 2 
= 211~,@Uk’I - 2’+’ + 2 
= 2(2i+l - 1) - 2’+’ + 2 
2i+l 
= . 
Since uZkJSqkj = ukj in ZY*(pzb) for a I kj I b, 2i&_ 1(j) 2 2’ = (2’ - 1) + 1 and 
1~21jOU 2kjl = 2’+ ’ = 2(2’ - 1) + 2, by (2.4) (with k there equal to 2’ - 1) we see there is 
a differential 
dl(Cjl2,) @ UZkj) = 2Ijl,;l2i_ 1 @ Uk’ 
in the ASS for 8(2’ - 1) A pi;,‘“. As r. 2 2, this implies Zjl,;12i_ 1 @ ukj = 0 in 
Ez=s0**(2i - 1) in the ASS for B(2’ - 1) A F,fb. Now 
d,,(Cjll;l2i- 1 @ Ukj) = Z @ Ua 
also holds in the ASS for B(2’ - 1) A p,fb. So r @ u’ = 0 in E:;+ro**(,i - 1) for 
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8(2’- 1) A Pz”. Since (z( + a = 2’+’ - 2 and s0 2 S, by applying (3.6) for p = 0 we see 
there is an element (r’, 2’ - 1 = no) E 9 with I’ < rO. This proves (3.5) for Case 2 with 4 = 0. 
Finally, consider Case 3. In this case we have 
CjL,j@Uk' = 21.j.i,j, @ U'j' + Xj"l,j"lZnq @ UkJ' 
where Zj, = (i, (j’), . . . , i,,(r)) with i,,( j’) > n,, ally’. As in the beginning of the proof for Case 
1, by (2.4), there is a differential 
dl(Xjpilfj @ uZkj,) = Xfl,j,A~n, @ Ukj 
in the ASS for B(~I,+~ = 2n,) A Fz’,““. Note that JZn, = Iz,“,,. Thus ZIIIj.A,+, 0 ukf = 0 in 
Ez+l.*(nq+l) for B(~I,+~) A pi” since r0 2 2. Now 
dr,(ZjJrj @ Ukj) = T @ 1.8 
also holds in B(n,) A pz*. Applying y* in (2.3)(4) (with k there equal to 2n, + 1) to this 
differential we see 
in the ASS for B(n,+ 1 ) A ~~b.Ift~,t+,Ou’=OinE,, *** for B(n,+ 1) A pzb then since z&,, 
has Adams filtration sq + r. + 1, sq + 1 2 S + 2q + 1 and I&.+, ) + a = 2n4+ 1, by applying 
(3.6) with p = q + 1 and T = &+, we see there is an element (r’, nq+ 1) E 9 with r’ -c ro. If 
d,,(CypI~~&g;In,~, 0 uk,‘) = z&+, 0 ua # 0 in E 7; * for B( n4+ 1) A I',"" then by (2.8) and (2.9) 
we see 
for some f. I r. in the ASS for B(n,) A E since k,, 5 b. This is Case 2 if r. is replaced by fo. 
From the proof of (3.5) for Case 2 we see there is an element (I’, nP,) E 9 such that either 
r’ < f. I r. or r’ = F. 5 r. with np, -c n4. This proves (3.5) for Case 3. 
This completes the proof of (3.5) and therefore Theorem 1.2. 
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